**An Advice / Reminder to EE Final-Year Students on Some Important Enrolment Issue(s)**

Dear EE Final-Year Students,

With the gentle reminder from our EE Program Director, Professor K.T. Chau, kindly note that:

As mentioned in our EEE Undergraduate Handbooks, EE students have to take at least 18 credits of Advanced Courses from Group A in order to fulfill the graduation requirement. Among these courses, EE students should take at least 6 credits of power course (namely, ELEC 4142 - Power system protection and switchgear; ELEC 4147 - Power system analysis and control) in order to fulfill the NEW requirement for the HKIE - Scheme A Training in Electrical Discipline (tentatively, with effect from 2018 graduation). This NEW requirement will not affect their graduation, but may affect students’
eligibility for the HKIE - Scheme A Training in Electrical Discipline.

Thank you for your kind attention!

Best regards,

EEE Enrolment Team

(Dr. V. Tam, Dr. S.C. Tan & Ms. Jenny Wong)